PLANT OPEN POSITIONS
Production Positions
General Labor and Machine Operators
The company will continue to grow through the next year and we continue to seek employees for all shifts who have
demonstrated reliability through their good work history, attendance records and who have a desire to train into new
positions. Candidates who meet these requirements are encouraged to submit a resume or employment application.

Starting Pay is $13.00 to $15.00 depending on position plus Shift Pay:
+ $2.50/hr 2nd Shift Differential
+ $3.50/hr Wkend Shift Differential

➢
➢

1st Shift runs 4:45am to 3:15pm Monday – Friday
2nd Shift runs 3:15pm to 1:45am Monday – Friday

➢ Wkend Shift runs 4:30am to 5:00pm Fri, Sat, Sun - Work 36 hours get paid for 40

Experienced Maintenance Technicians for 1st & 2nd shift
Starting wage of $22 - $32/hr including shift differential

The Maintenance Technician will ensure production equipment continues to operate safely and efficiently by
analyzing and troubleshooting electrical, automation, mechanical and operational problems on all equipment and
make necessary corrections and running adjustments to maintain maximum production and quality. This position will
also help with the installation of new & existing equipment.
To be successful in this position, you must be highly motivated and able to work independently while also functioning
effectively as part of a team. We are seeking highly organized and detail-oriented candidates, with strong multitasking and time-management skills, 3-5 years related experience and/or training with knowledge of industrial electrical,
control, and instrumentation systems, Ability to troubleshoot, modify, and program PLCs and HMIs, Ability to troubleshoot and
maintain frequency drives, Ability to read and interpret maintenance/manufacturing manuals and blueprints, Ability to use
electrical and electronic test instruments as well as a full range of precision measuring tools to perform equipment repairs, Ability
to use hand tools and trades type tools, Availability to work a flexible schedule if needed to include days, and weekends, Ability
to repair, rebuild, or overhaul equipment, Basic knowledge of heating & plumbing.

